We help enterprises reduce vulnerabilities through application
security education for developers and everyone in the SDLC.

Overview Brochure
Change the paradigm. Train your entire SDLC team.
Strong application security isn’t a destination, it’s a journey. One that requires a security-first mindset across your entire SDLC
team. We offer programmatic, multi-year training and education programs that teach developers secure coding strategies and
provide all learners with a strong foundational understanding of security vulnerabilities, threats, and best practices.

Education for All

Beyond Security Awareness

360º of security training that includes all roles

Immersive learning that teaches the skills and

in the SDLC, not just developers

knowledge needed for a security-first mindset

• Role-based training, customizable to your organization’s
style and requirements

• Transform compliance from an obligation to a learning
opportunity that teaches instantly applicable strategies

• Short, 20-30 minute lessons keep learners engaged
and assessments strengthen learning in real time

• Three advanced learning paths help developers become
security champions

• Learning paths for every level of application security
knowledge, from beginner to expert

• Real-world offensive and defensive training lessons in
live sandboxes

Engaging and Effective Learning

Vulnerability Driven Training

Easy to digest lessons that make learning fun and
deliver a 70% increase in knowledge

Learn Skills based on actual, emerging vulnerabilities
and threats, including OWASP Top 10

• Hundreds of lessons available in multiple formats
(video, text-based, assessments) with new lessons
added every quarter

• Customizable learning paths based on your organization’s
unique opportunities for security improvement

• Personal learning journal to record notes, resource links,
and more

• Integration with AppSec tools to create training plans
based on your app’s actual vulnerabilities and past
developer performance

• Conversational videos featuring leading security experts

• Lessons created with input from security industry experts

Learning Management Simplified
An easy to administer, enterprise-class solution
offered in a multi-year programmatic format
• Easy administration with LMS API integration, automated
email/Slack reminders, learner tracking and reports,
GITHub training check, and more
• Measurable knowledge gain and proficiency scoring
• Compliance certificate export
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Overview

Security Journey

HackEDU

Learning for All SDLC Teams

Maximum Developer Engagement

Security Journey’s platform delivers engaging content

HackEDU’s secure coding training platform provides

in multiple formats to build a security culture across

hands-on training that engages developers and creates

your entire team, from beginners to experts. It teaches

expertise. Developers learn by writing actual code (not

best practices and defensive tactics for application and

just reviewing code snippets). The platform incorporates

product security in a multi-year program that’s scalable

proven, learning science-based principles to maximize

and easy to administer.

engagement and effectiveness.

Platform Features

Platform Features

• Proven educational program that increases
knowledge by as much as 70%

• 95% of developers learn to find and fix
SQL injection vulnerabilities in less than 10 minutes

• Training for everyone who contributes to the SDLC

• Easy to deploy training plans

• Multi-year, programmatic approach

• Automated communications with learners

• Tournaments that drive engagement at all
experience levels

• Training automation via integration with
AppSec tools (patent pending)

• Customizable interface to match your culture

• Impact Reports

Educational Content

Educational Content

• 350+ lessons updated monthly

• 80+ lessons

• Conversational security videos with
embedded exercises

• Live sandbox format for immediate application
of learned concepts

• Multi-path programs for beginners to security
champion levels

• Specifically written for developers
• Offensive and defensive training

Programming Languages and Technologies

Programming Languages and Technologies

Swift, DevSecOps, Ruby, Python, TypeScript, C#/.Net,
Web Application Security Testing, C/C++, API, R, AWS,
JavaScript/Node.js, Docker, Kubernetes, Java, Mobile
General, Kotlin, Terraform, GO, PHP

Swift, DevSecOps, Ruby, Python, TypeScript, C#/.Net,
Web Application Security Testing, C/C++, API, R, AWS,
JavaScript/Node.js, Docker, Kubernetes, Java, Mobile
General, Kotlin, Terraform, GO, PHP

Course Languages Available

Course Languages Available

English

English, Spanish, Simplified Chinese, Korean, French
Canadian, Portuguese

HackEDU’s spring 2022 acquisition of Security Journey brings together two powerful platforms to provide application
security education for developers and the entire SDLC team. The two officially became one in August 2022 and are now
Security Journey. Two platforms, one path to build a security-first development culture.
Copyright © Security Journey
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